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Synergistic nexus between research-led teaching and inquiry-based student learning in Animal Sciences: Sharing the University of Tasmania experience

A. E. O. Malau-Aduli and P.A. Lane Animal Science & Genetics, University of Tasmania, Private Bag 54 Hobart 7001, Australia; Aduli.MalauAduli@utas.edu.au

In order to challenge old assumptions and break new grounds in teaching and learning in the Animal Sciences, a paradigm shift from the traditional ‘teacher-focus’ to a modern ‘student-centered’ learning approach is necessary. Establishing a synergy (systematic working together in concert) between ‘research-led’ teaching and ‘inquiry-based’ learning enhances students’ understanding of both science content and scientific practices (Edelson et al., 1999). Understanding the scientific concepts of genetics by nutrition interactions in Australian pasture-based sheep, dairy and beef systems is a major dilemma faced by undergraduate students. This difficulty was reflected in the 2006 Animal Production Systems (KLA220) Unit’s student evaluation of teaching and learning (SETL) at the University of Tasmania (UTAS). To address this problem, we implemented an innovative, inquiry-based learning and research-led teaching approach. The primary objective was to enhance students’ critical thinking and target their learning needs through active participation in field experimental trials and hands-on activities.

Data from 104 students enrolled in the KLA220 Unit from 2006-2010 were utilized for this study. In addition to the theoretical concepts taught in class, students were exposed to hands-on genetics-nutrition experimental growth trials with sheep, laboratory experiments on intramuscular fat extraction, fat melting point, sensory evaluation of meat eating qualities, data analysis, livestock industry field visits, scientific journal article critiques and seminar presentations. Student learning experiences were evaluated through SETL surveys.

On the basis of 83% response rate and quantitative Unit Evaluation mean scores, results indicated a progressive improvement from 3.90 in 2006 to 4.40 in 2010 that exceeded the average Faculty threshold. Free-text student comments revealed that the research-led teaching approach had actively engaged and given them a rich learning experience. This finding is strongly supported by literature that “learning by doing” is an effective way for students to benefit from staff research (Gibbs 1998) and that students involved in research-based inquiries acquire a more sophisticated level of intellectual development (Blakemore and Cousin 2003) because the active learning process encourages students to adopt a deep approach to learning than the teacher-focused surface approach (Brew and Boud 1995).

In conclusion, this research-led teaching approach has undoubtedly made a significant contribution to the student learning experience in animal science through the development of students’ critical thinking and scholarly values. Some student comments: “Field trips were an excellent opportunity to meet & hear from producers and very useful in gaining a practical knowledge of animal production industries”, “Lectures and field experiments were really inspiring, lab helped understand material”


